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The William Beaumont Hospital is one of the largest and busiest in the region. Nurses and guards in
the various wards prefer to use Flair Annunciators for monitoring critical doors. The hospital has a high
end HID access control system with data on entry and exit events being sent to multiple locations. The
Flair Annunciators are triggered by the HID door controls and provide the nurses and guards immediate
visual and audible display of which doors are being used. Electronic Security Systems (ESS) has
installed numerous Flair Annunciators at this hospital and just recently installed two Model 561A
Recessed Annunciators in the psych ward connected by Flair's new Communication Module. This
module allows up to 8 Annunciators to be connected via a single RS485 Cable with each Annunciator
displaying the same information on door status and each Annunciator having complete control -
Acknowledge, Reset and Bypass - of the zones. ESS states "We received really good support and
training from Flair's technicians up front. We set up the Annunciators and connected them with the
Communication Module and it worked the first time. We are skeptical about new equipment but the Flair
Communication Module really works well." 

After the installation, ESS had the following requests and plans for future Annunciators - (1) Can we
get a custom zone identification plate? And (2) Can we use the Flair Annunciators to control other
system equipment like magnetic locks. The answer to both of these requests is YES. Flair can engrave
heavy duty multi-colored plastic plates with custom zone descriptions quickly and at a reasonable price.
Also, by programming the individual zones with Flair's free configuration software to output upon bypass
(arm/disarm) a magnetic lock or other device can be turned on and off anywhere in the system by
pushing the zone push button. The status of that device will be identified by the corresponding zone
yellow LED on all Annunciators in the system.

User William Beaumont Hospital

Location Royal Oak, Michigan

Integrator Electronic Security Systems

Annunciator 
Models

Recessed 561AL-16 Local
Recessed 561AR-16 Remote

William Beaumont Hospital Maternity Ward

Model 561A-16


